


Dear Jim,

For what it’s worth, my family and I do wear masks in public ...as well as practice a healthy form of distancing, and a great deal of hand washing.

Nothing I say below is to be interpreted as opposing current measures in Kingston.

Respectfully, Mr Councilman, your reply entirely misses the mark. 

The OCLA letter cites numerous SCIENTIFIC studies from the most reputable journals showing nul effects of masks in reducing the spread of

viruses; these are highlighted below. 

The letter also warns against well-known biases that all too easily infect “the overwhelming opinion of medical professionals”. A case in point:  up

until 1973, the overwhelming opinion of medical professionals was that homosexua ity was a mental illness; the overwhelming opinion of medical

professionals today is that it never was. Astronomical professionals were overwhelmingly of the opinion that Pluto as a planet, until 2006, under

new evidence. WHO professionals were overwhelmingly of the opinion that the public should not wear masks, until lately, under no new evidence;

that's not science, that’s po itics. You, Jim, know that.

What OCLA presents are not legal opinions as you dismissively put it, but scientific arguments. Please respond, or have your trusted medical

professionals respond, to those. And if “legal opinions” are beneath reply, take it up with the WHO.

One thing you surely cannot disagree with, as a general supporter of civil liberties and of sound objective science, is that a government ought not,

should not, and cannot impose measures on its citizenry based on bias, on a false sense of security, or on unscientific hunches, no matter how

enthusiastically they are entertained by whichever professionals espouse them at the time. (This way lies bleach and hydroxychloroquine…)

Appealing to the better angels of our nature, we would wear masks in confined public spaces voluntarily, not because the science confirms they

work (it doesn’t, and nobody knows they do), but as a symbo ic gesture of solidarity towards one another during these trying times, as a reminder

that physical distancing slows down contagion, allowing health services to assist the sick and old to survive at very little expense (oxygen) who

would otherwise die, and that we have a moral obligation to do that.

For your interest, see intelligent argument that Sweden has effectively engaged in involuntary euthanasia:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K4SQ-NOV-iU

Sincerely,

Adèle Mercier
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